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New Developments: KnK has developed the all-new Annihilator for the Shifter class, still in its
prototype stage it will be extensively tested prior to being introduced in 2011.
The Annihilator is aimed at the
very competitive shifter kart
market and the design
is dedicated to a
new approach
in design.
Using
what

we term the Annihilator Balanced Concept Design, which will provide the user a range of settings
that will cover almost every condition that might be encountered in a very easy to set up package.
Equipped to go from medium soft to very rigid with a choice of setting capabilities, the Annihilator
will raise the bar in shifter racing and provide drivers a top
performing kart with minimum fuss.
Brakes fitted to the Annihilator are from
Righetti Ridolfi, single discs on the front and
twin rotor discs on the rear combined with
wheel rims from Ross Edwards complete a
very unique shifter design.
At KnK we are also working on a brand new
steering wheel mounted paddle shift arrangement, which is expected to offer effortless positive shifts
and clutch use.

Australia
The kiddy kart class is
making impressive
progress in Australia as
more youngsters are
joining in the program
held at Lakeside
International Raceway.
The training is
promoted by KnK
Karts Australia.
“Champions of the
Future” - and Guy
Tingey of KnK Karts
Australia.
“Eager Dads” and the prodigy
drivers

“Follow the leader” – On
track behind the instructor
kart.
Until next time then, thank
you for reading with me, we
will talk some more soon!

Straight Forward!!

Read about the KnK Genesis SKX visit www.e-KMI.com and click on
“Neat Stuff”.

